FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Guelph Arts Council presents Intellectual Property Law for Artists Workshop
Guelph, ON – May 3, 2019 – Wondering how to protect your original literary, visual, media, or music
creations? Join lawyer-linguist Suzanne Deliscar of Deliscar Professional Corporation on Saturday,
May 25 at 10C Shared Space, 42 Carden St., for a four-hour workshop on intellectual property law for
artists. This workshop will cover the terminology and legal principles used in the area of intellectual
property law, specifically patents, copyright, trademarks, and privacy and confidential information.
Registration is 9:30 am and workshop begins at 10 am. Lunch and materials provided. Register on
Eventbrite before May 5 for early-bird pricing!
Suzanne is principal of Deliscar Professional Corporation, and focuses on matters involving both legal
and language issues. Her practice was created through the combination of her language skills in French
and Spanish and the practice of law in a variety of areas, including civil litigation, wills and estates, and
family law. She is also the developer and presenter of over 50 popular training webinar programs.
Suzanne’s full bio can be found here.
In announcing the workshop, GAC Executive Director Patti Broughton says: “We know through our
work with Guelph’s creative community that artists need to know how to protect their original creations.
We thank Suzanne for sharing her expertise in intellectual property law through this workshop.”

Deliscar Professional Corporation
About Guelph Arts Council:
For over forty years, Guelph Arts Council has been dedicated to supporting, stimulating and promoting
arts and culture in Guelph. Guelph Arts Council is funded in part by The Guelph Community
Foundation and City of Guelph. We also acknowledge the support of the Ontario Arts Council, an
agency of the Government of Ontario.
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